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We generalizethe valley method for the calculation of instanton-inducedcrosssections,and
reformulate it directly in the Minkowski space using the Keldysh diagram technique. The
summationover all finite statesis madeimplicit without our approach,andthefieldsof outgoing
W-bosonsare effectively taken into accountby a classical field with specific analytic properties,
which we call the “alien” field.

1. Introduction

High-energybehaviourof instanton-inducedcrosssectionsin gaugetheories is
attractinga growinginterestfuelled by an intriguing possibility of the observation
of baryonnumberviolation (BNV) at SSCenergies.Sincethepioneeringwork of ‘t

Hooft [I] it is known that the BNV is inducedby the tunnelingprocessbetween
two adjacentgaugevacua separatedby a potential barrier with the height E0 =

8ii-
2rn~/g~(‘-~14 TeV) called the “sphaleronenergy”. Hencethe probability of

BNV is strongly dampedby the huge Gamov factor exp(—16~2/g~) iO~’°
(whichis often calledin this case“the ‘t Hooft suppressionfactor”). Owing to such
a strong suppressionthe instantoninduced BNV has been consideredbeing of
pure academicalinterestfor nearly 15 years.

The presentinterest to this problem has beentriggered by the observation[2]
that the ‘t Hooft suppressionfactor can be compensatedin high-energycollisions
by a largeprobabilityof emissionof accompanyinggaugeW-bosons.Thekey point
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is that the amplitude of the emissionof each additional W in the presenceof a
strongnonperturbativeinstantonfield is enhancedby the large factor 1/g. Hence
the BNV crosssectionof the productionof N secondaryW’s is rather written as
o”N~,‘~ ~ times the phase volume. The ‘t Hooft factor can in
principle be compensatedif the energyis largeenoughto allow for the production
of the largenumberof W’s, namely N 16ir2/g2 Eo/mw.

First calculations of the BNV cross section [2—4]have indeed yielded an
exponentialgrowth with the energyassociatedwith the productionof a very large
numberof accompanyingW-bosons.The total BNV crosssectionis written to the
exponentialaccuracyin terms of the function F(e) dependingon the dimension-
less parameter� = E/E

0:

16ir
2

ffBNV=COflstxexp g2 F(E) . (1.1)

The first few termsof the expansionof F(e) in powersof e are known:

F(e) = 1_~(4�)4/3+~�2+O(�~3). (1.2)

We seethat at � ‘~ I the ‘t Hooft suppressionfactor can indeedbe eatenup.
It wasunderstood[5] that the rapid growthof the crosssectionsof multiparticle

productionis related to large-orderbehaviourof the perturbativetheory andcan
be reproducedby a direct evaluationof the tree-levelperturbativegraphs[6]. The

main open questionis whether the crosssection will grow further to energiesof
the order of the sphaleronenergy,or will be stoppedby some mechanism.For

perturbativecalculationsone could doubt the relevanceof the tree-level approxi-
mation. In the caseof instantons,thereis a varietyof corrections,e.g. comingfrom
multi-instantons,which may blow up at energieswhere naive estimateswould
violate the unitarity bound [17,18]. In addition, it is not clear whether all the
energyof the colliding particlescan be transferredto a single degreeof freedom
correspondingto the transition along the topological coordinate through the
barrier. The correspondingoverlap integralsfor wave functionsmay be small [7].

The “soft—soft” correctionsto Ringwald’s approximationwhich stemfrom the
interactionof the producedparticlesin the final state(see fig. la) are relatively
well understoodat the moment.An existingtechnique[191is in principle efficient
for their evaluationto arbitraryorder, but moreremarkableis the valley method
[10] which allows one to calculate the whole sequenceof soft—soft corrections
semiclassically,evaluatingthe classicalaction on the distorted in a specific way
instanton—anti-instanton“valley” configuration.The startingpoint here hasbeen
the remarkby Zakharov[8] who noticedthat asfar as the final-stateinteractionis
concerned,an optical theoremenablesone to relate the calculationof the BNV
cross section to the calculation of the imaginary part of the forward scattering
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Fig. 1. (a) Soft—softand(c) hard—hardcorrectionsto Ringwald’sapproximation.

amplitude in the instanton—anti-instantonbackground.As in the well-known case
of deep inelasticscatteringonecan start then from the euclideanspace,and the

problemcanbe reformulatedin termsof the instanton—anti-instanton(H) interac-
tion (J~which hasbeendiscussedfor a longtime in connectionwith modellingthe
QCD vacuum(see,e.g., ref. [91).It is known that the relevant(II) configuration
canbe definedas a valley trajectoryin the functional space[10]. A direct method
exists to calculatethe amplitudesin the valley background(at least in principle),
anda simpleconformalansatzhasbeenproposed[11]which well approximatesthe
numericalsolution [12]. The first correctionsto theleadingbehaviourgiven in (1.2)
have been calculated first using this technique [131and the result has been
confirmed usingthe variousmethodsin refs. [14—16].

As is well known, however, in a generalsituation the physical crosssections
cannot be obtained by analytical continuation of a suitable amplitude from
euclidean space,which issue is related simply to the fact that the amplitude
contains various imaginaryparts related to different physical processes.in our

case,going over from the euclideanto the Minkowski regionand trying to find the
instanton-inducedcross section as an imaginary part of the 11 amplitude, we
shouldpick up the contributionof the ~2 I I N>KN I 2> discontinuityandnot of

Fig. 2. The discontinuitiesof the instanton—anti-instantoncontribution to the forward scattering
amplitude,correspondingto subprocesses(a)with, and(b) without baryonnumberviolation,
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the (21N(( I 1112) discontinuity, see fig. 2, whereasthe total imaginary part
obtained from euclideancalculationscontainsboth of them. This problem shows
up when including “hard—hard” corrections(fig. ic) which are inducedby initial-

state interactionsof ingoing high-energyquanta.The form of (1.1) suggeststhat a
kind of semiclassicalproceduremay be developedfor their treatment.The aim of
this paperis to find out a languagein whichsuch a quasiclassicaltreatmentwould
becomepossible.In particular,we reformulatethe valley approachof ref. [10] in

Minkowski space,so that it becomesapplicable for the semiclassicalexpansion
around certain classical fields in the particular discontinuitiesof the Feynman
amplitudes.

We find it suitable to use the sameoperatortechniqueas in calculationsin
perturbationtheoryof higher-twist effects in inclusive particleproductionin e+ e—

annihilation [201.it turns to be convenientto incorporateideasfrom nonequilib-
rium statisticalphysicsandthe Keldysh diagramtechnique[21—231 in particular.In
this approachit is possibleto tracewhich fields standin the amplitude to theright
of the cut (labeledas (+) fields)andwhich onesappearto beto the left (so-called
(—) fields). This doublingof speciesof fields in the functional integral allows one

to calculatea particular discontinuity in the amplitude in the operator language.
The matrix elementsof field operatorsare given by (perturbative)diagramswith
internal lines of different type: the (+ + ) Green functions are the ordinary
Feynmanpropagatorswith singularitiesof the type —p2 — i�, the (— —) propaga-

tors possesscomplexconjugatedsingularities—p2 + i�, while the (— +) propaga-
tors equal2irl~(p2)O(p

0).(Thecorrespondingsingularitiesin the coordinatespace
are —x

2 + ~�, —X2 — ie, and —x2 + i�x
0, respectively).In this paperwe generalize

this techniqueto the presenceof classicalexternalfields, restricting ourselvesto a
particular Ii contributionas an example.

We arguethat classicalfields shouldhavethe samestructureof singularitiesin
Minkowski spaceas quantumfields: the singularitiesof the instantonfield to the
right of the cut havethe form p

2 —x2 + i�; the anti-instantonto the left of the cut
yields p2 —x2 — if. The summationover all intermediatestatesin the calculation

of the cross section can be done implicitly and actually induces a common
boundarycondition in both the (+) and (—) functional integrals(standingfor the
direct andthe final amplitudes,respectively).Owing to this boundaryconditionthe
anti-instantonfield of the typep2 —x2 — ~�X() participatesin the “alien” righthand
side functional integral over the (+) fields. The counterpart“alien” instanton
configurationin the (—) functional integral has the conjugatesingularitiesof the
type p2 —x2 + I�X

0. The structureof singularitiesis a direct consequenceof the
standardvacuumboundaryconditions(no ingoingwaves)at time f —~ —~ in both
the (+) and (—) functional integrals,while at t -~ + ~ the outgoingwavesexist
and correspondto real particlesproducedin the intermediatestate (at the cut).
The summationover intermediatestatesimplies that the boundaryconditionsfor
the (+) and (—) functional integralsat t —~ + ~ shouldcoincide. Thus,we arrive
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at a pair of the “native” andthe “alien” instantons(the II pair, to be precise)for
which we take the valley configurationwith the measureobtainedby analytical

continuationfrom euclideanspace.We expandaroundthe two-componentvalley
field in the double((+) and (—)) functional integralwith the following analytical
structure:

A~=(p~—x2+ie)‘+(p~—(x—R)2—ie(x—R)o)

A~= (p~—x2 + i�x
0) + (p~— (x — R)

2 — i�) . (1.3)

Here R is the ii separation.Of course,eq. (1.3) is a schematicalone — we have
displayed the structureof singularitiesonly and omitted all the color and spin
factors. It is easyto see that both the fields have indeed no ingoing waves at
t —~ — ~, andcoincideat large positive times.

Thus,we calculatethe forward scatteringamplitude at the backgroundof the
conformal valley configurationof the abovetype. As long as we do not takeinto
accountthe initial-state interactions,thereis only one discontinuity (one real W
cannot decayinto severalones),and this way we reproducethe result (1.2) of the
euclideancalculationat the backgroundof thevalley field,

v 2 1 2~
AE~CI—(p,+x) +(pi+(x~R) ) . (1.4)

(Again, only the structureof poles is shown.)We discussin detail the matchingof
thevalley methodwith the direct calculationof the crosssectionof the emissionof
large numbersof W’s at the one-instantonbackground[19].

2. The doublefunctional integral

We are going to rewrite the BNV crosssection in the form of a functional
integralwith the doublingof speciesof the fields insteadof the usual treatmentas

a productof two functional integrals[19]. The effect of this procedurewill be that
the summation over all intermediatestates(the partial cross sections2 — N) is
made implicit and is replacedby imposing specific boundaryconditionson the
fields. We first remind the derivation of the usual diagramtechnique[22]starting
from this functional integral. Then a quasiclassicalexpansionaround certain

classicalfield configurationsin this functional integral is formulatedandwe show
that any classical field, put “by hands” in a particular, say (—) sector of the

functional integral, inducesits “mirror reflection” in the opposite(+) sector,and
the structureof singularitiesof bothof them is fixed by the boundaryconditions.
In what follows we shall refer to such an inducedclassicalfield as to the “alien”
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field. Finally, we discuss the relation of our technique to the quasiclassical
expansionin ref. [19].

The crosssectionunderconsiderationis

~(2IJexp(iH1T)IN>(NITexp(—iH1T)I2>, (2.1)
N

where T = — ~ t~—s + cc, t. -s — cc, 12> is the initial two-bosonstate, H1 is the
interactionhamiltonian,and the sumgoesover all the intermediatestateswith a
nonvanishingbaryon number. Note that the time ordering in the conjugate
amplitude is reversed.Applying the LSZ reductionformula, one obtainsin the

usualway

A(p, k; A, a’)

= e~(p)e~(k)p2k2{(ü I T(A~(p)A~(k)e1HIT} I N)

x (NI T{(A~(-p)A0( -k) e~hi7} 0)}p2k2e~(-p)e~( -k), (2.2)

where e
5(p) are the polarization vectors of the W-bosons, and A(p) are the

Fourier transformsof the fields,

A~(p)= fdx e”~4(x), (2.3)

etc. Note that we havenot displayedthe gaugeindicesof the W-bosons.
The relevantdirect andfinal amplitudesare representedby the corresponding

functional integralsandwecan write

I ~{A~(p)A~(k) e~T) IN) ~N I T{A~(-p)A
0( -k) e~hh1T)0)

=fDADA+ e’A~(p)A~(k)A~(—p)A~(—k), (2.4)

where we have introducedthe labels (—) and(+) to distinguish the fields from
direct andfinal functional integrals,respectively.Integrationsoverthe Higgsfields
andthe fermions are suppressedfor brevity. We aregoing to treatthe expression
in (2.4) as one functional integral but with a doublednumberof fields and must
specify to this end the correspondingboundaryconditions.As usual, the vacuum
initial stateimplies that no ingoingparticlewavesexist at t1 —s —cc~Hencethe (+)
fields should have only negative frequencies at t —s — cc, while the (—) fields
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contain in this limit only fields with positivefrequencies(the differencebeing due
to an oppositesign in front of the (—) action in eqs. (2.2) and (2.4)). The only
nontrivial point are the boundaryconditionsat large positive times. The summa-
tion over all intermediate states implies that the (+) and (—) fields should
coincideat t = —s cc~More accurately,the unity operatorwhich we havewritten
down as thesumover all the Fock states I N)(N I canequivalentlybe rewritten as
the sum over all intermediatestatesin the so-called“coordinate representation”

I A(x)>(A(x)I where I A(x)> are the eigenvectorsof thefield operatorA(x) with
the eigenvaluesequal to the classicalfield A(x) in close analogywith ordinary
quantum mechanics.it is obvious that in the integrandof (2.4) one should take
A(x, t)=A~(x, t~)=A(x).In otherwords, the boundaryconditionsat f= +cc

are such that the (+) and (—) fields coincide.
Let us remind the derivation of the Keldysh diagramtechnique[22], starting

from the functional integral in eq. (2.4). Let us consider for simplicity the
propagatorof the Higgsboson* and introduceto this endtwo scalarsourcesJ
and J~:

Z(L, J~)=fD~D~÷exp{_iS+iS±

+ifdx[ -~(x)J(x) + ~±(x)J±(x)]}~ (2.5)

where

s=fdx ~(x)(-O +i�)~(x),

S+=fdx ~±(x)(- D -ie)~~(x). (2.6)

Thus we obtain the generatingfunctionalfor the Greenfunctions.This functional

integral is gaussianand henceit is calculatedby shifting the integrationvariables.
One should remember,however, that (+) and (—) variablesare not completely
independentsince they should coincide at = t~.Therefore,the shift of the (+)
variablesinducesthe shift in (—) variablesandvice versa.The shift has the form

~(x) (x) +~(x),

~~(x) ~~(x) +~~(x), (2.7)

* Hereand belowwe put the massof the Higgs field to zerowhich is sufficient for our purposes.
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with

~(x) =fdz 2 2 J_(z)
4ir (—(x_z) —i�)

+fdz 2 ‘ J~(z), (2.8)4i~r(—(x—z) IE(XZ)o)

2 2 . J~(z)4ir (—(x—z) +~�)

+ fdz J (z). (2.9)J 2 2 . —4i~-(—(x_z) —ie(x—z)~)

The shifts ~ satisfy theequationsE 4~=J~andthe first termsin ther.h.s.of
eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) aresimply the integralsof the correspondingGreenfunctions
(i~±i�)~ with the “samesign” sourcesandwith a correctbehaviourat t —* —cc~

In turn, the additional second terms are the solutions of the corresponding
homogeneousequations,addedin order to ensurethe proper (coinciding)bound-
ary conditionsat plus infinity. After this shift, the functional integrationis easily
performed, and by differentiating with respect to the sourceswe obtain the
following set of free propagatorsof the scalarfield:

= —i(x (—p2 — i�~1I z> = 2 2
4~(—(x—z) +IE)

~(x)~( z) = i(x I (-p2 + ie)1 I z) = 2 2

4ir (—(x—z) —i�)

~(x)~~(z) =Kx l2~(p2)O(p~)I z)= 2

4ir (—(x—z) —i�(x—z)~)

~+(x)~~(z) =(xI2~(p2)O(-p
0)lz)= 2

4ir (—(x—z) +ir(x—z)0)

(2.10)

wherewe haveusedthe Schwingernotationsfor the Greenfunctions,

dp
(x I F( p) I Z> = f ~eF( p). (2.11)

(2ii-)

Obviously, the propagatorsof the gaugebosonsand the fermions have the same
structureof singularities.
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We are going to describea procedurefor calculatingthe instanton-induced
BNL crosssection by some quasiclassicalevaluationof the functional integral in
(2.4). As usual, saying “instanton-induced”,we have in mind that the shift of
integrationvariablesis made

A~-sAy +B~,

AA~+B, (2.12)

whereA~ and A~ are the instantonfield in direct, and the anti-instantonfield
in the final amplitude,respectively,rotatedto Minkowski space*

il)1
2 (TXX

(213)
g (—x2+ i�)(p~—x2 +

~ ip~ ~x—R)—(x—R)~.
A - = —U 2 . I . ii, (2.14)

g (-(x - R) -i�)(p~- (x - R~-i�)

where u is the unitary matrix of the II relative orientation. The remaining
“quantum” fields B~,describethe creation of particles in the presenceof the
classicalinstantonfields A~~

To havea quasiclassicalexpansionwe would like to dealwith quantumfields B

of the order of unity at the backgroundof largeclassicalfields ‘~ 1/g. However,as
discussedin detail in ref. [19], the situationis not that simple. In our languagethe
problem is to satisfy the boundarycondition A~ + B~=A~+ B~)at I = t~.We
easily seethat the quantumfields B~defined in eq. (2.12) appearto he of the
order of 1/g at least at t —, t

1. In the techniqueof ref. [19] the constraintA ‘~(x,
= t~)=A ‘~(x,I = t~)is removedat the price of an additional integrationover

creation and annihilation operatorsof the coherentstates,see below. Thus the
so-called “~-term”comes into the gamewhich is given by the product of the
classicaland quantumfields at t = t1, times l/g.

Another possibility, which we suggest in this paper, is to require that the
boundaryconditionsat t = are satisfiedfor both the classicalandthe quantum

* We use thenotations (T

5 (I. ~). ,y* (1. — if). and x xurr~,I = ~ Thestandardrelations
to ‘t Hooft symbolsare u~&, g

0, — 57/,~,T”, ~ ~ —

** This statementmayappearto be confusingsince in the LSZ formalism the amplitudesfor particle
production(to leading order) are obtainedby amputationof theclassical instantonfields An [21.

However, this prescription is actually a technical trick and enters becausewe use the LSZ
formalism to relate 2 N amplitudes to vacuum—vacuumtransitions (Green functions) in the
presenceof external classical sources. If we start instead directly from the functional integral
representationof the 2 —* N sectorof the S-matrix, then,obviously. outgoing wavescorresponding
to emission of secondaryparticles are describedby quantum excitations Bn above the classical
backgroundfields An.
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fields separately.To assurethis property,we makean additional shift of integra-
tion variables,andextract “classical” piecesfrom the quantumfields B, and B,~.
Thus, insteadof eq.(2.12) we write

A~ A~ -A~+B~,

A~—*A~+A~ +B~, (2.15)

and require that A’(x, t = tf) +A(x, t = If) =A’~(x, t = t~)+A~(x, t tf),

and B,~(x,t = If) = B~(x,t = If). From the abovediscussionof thebare propaga-
tors it is clear that the simplestchoiceof the “alien” fields A and A + in orderto
satisfy theseconstraintsis to take them in the form of the anti-instantonand the
instantonfield configurationsin eq. (2.13) and(2.14), respectively,but changethe
prescriptionto go aroundthe singularitiesto

A+_AI+_Ai’I’ ‘1 D

‘~s~ “~‘t~ ~“s~ ~ — lEt,X() — ~()

A =A~=A~(i�—siex~). (2.16)

However, as the word “quantum” wasnot accuratein describingthe field B~in
eq. (2.12)owing to large contributionsat 1= t~,now the word “classical”becomes
ambiguouswith regardto the field A’ +A’, sincethe latter no longersatisfiesthe
equationsof motion. We haveeliminatedthe 91-termat the boundary t = t~,but
only at the costof having insteadlineartermsin the action insideboth the (+) and
(—) sectors.Fortunately,this secondtype of linear terms is known for a long time
in connectionwith the problemof 11 interactions,andcanbe treatedby the valley
method of ref. [10]. The idea is that choosingthe alien field configurationin the
form of a slightly modified instanton field we can minimize this linear term in

some sense.
Let us trace in detail the connectionof our approachto the techniqueof ref.

[19]on the simplestexampleof Ringwald’s correctionto the BNV crosssection.To
this accuracythe simplestansatzin eq.(2.16) is sufficient. Using the formalism of
coherentstateswe can write the crosssectionof interestas[19]

~ (a*IeTIb>(b*Ie~~hhlIa>
b

= fDAr(x)DA1(x)DA(x)Db*(k)Db(k)DA~(x)DA~(x)DA+(x)

x(a~~Ar)e~~(AHb) (b*~A~) ~

x(A~a) ex~[_fdk b*(k)b(k)I, (2.17)
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where

(A(x) I a5> = constX ex~[_~fdk a5(k)a5(—k)

- ~fdk wke~(k)A~(k)e~(-k)A~(-k)

+ fdky”2wka5(k)e~(k)A~(

(a*A I A(x)) = constX exp{_ ~fdk a*A(k)a*A( —k)

_~fdkwke~(k)A~(k)e~(-k)A,,(-k)

+ fdk~/~a*5(k)e~(k)A~(_k)J (2.18)

are the wave functions of the coherentstates in the coordinaterepresentation.
(Here A(k) = fd3x e’~A(x)).Thecrosssectionin eq.(2.4) is obtainedby differen-
tiating (2.18) four timeswith respectto a(p), a(k), a~(—p),and a*(_k) [seeref.
[19] for details].

It is worth noting that if we integrateexplicitly over the intermediatecoherent
states,then the boundarycondition for the functional integral in (2.4) at I = (~is
readily reproduced,since

fDb*(k, A)Db(k, A) exp[_fdkb*(k)b(k)}(A~ Ib, A)(b*, AIA~)

= fl6(A~(x) -A~(x)). (2.19)

However, insteadof summationover intermediatestates,we shall now follow ref.
[19] and first take the functional integrals over the (+) and (—) fields in the
semiclassicalapproximation,expandingthem aroundinstantonfields in eqs.(2.13)
and (2.14). Making the appropriateshift of integrationvariables(2.12) we obtain
to lowest order in g2 [19],

e~fdR d~,d~ejfDb*(k)Db(k)eXP{iERO— fdk b*(k)b(k)

+ f (2~’©(~ [e1~kR~R b*(k, A)e~(k)91n(k)

+b(k, A)e~(k)91~(k)]}~ (2.20)
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where d~.r1,d~r1denote integrations over the collective coordinatesand the
“residue”

91n(k) is determinedby the asymptoticsof the (anti)instantonfield at
large t:

1 dk
A~(x,t) = —f ~ ~ X~fl(J~)

g (2w) 2(Ok

- I dk
A~(x,t) = —f , eb0~11k)9t~(k),

g (2~)2Wk

91n(k) = 27r2p~(a.nk— k~j,

91k)=2T2f4U(&,~k—k~)ii, k
11=(wk, k). (2.21)

Performingthe gaussianintegration over b, b* in eq.(2.20) we end up with the
familiar dipole—dipole H interaction induced by the emission of W-bosons,

exP{iER0_ ~) + ~f (2~)
32w~e!~rRRe~(k)(k)e~(k)91~(k)}

1 222S~~32~--PIP2 2

=exp iER
1~—-—-~-+ —~—(4(uR) —R

2) . (2.22)
g g R

Let us demonstratenow that the sameexpressionfollows from the aboveformal-
ism (to the lowest order in p2/R2).Within our framework the II interactionis
definedas the defect of the classicalaction,

exp{ — iS - + j5 + } = exp{ ~ fd x ~ — ~ fd x G.G~~)

I 2S~ 1
=exp~——-

3--+—-~-U1,,1~, (2.23)
g- g

where to leadingsemiclassicalaccuracywe should insertthe classicalfields in the
form of a sum of a “native” A~andan “alien” A~ instantons.At first glancethe

action in eq.(2.23)in the limit of large ii separationequals4S0/g
2as the sumof

the contributionsof the “native” and “alien” fields in each(+) and (—) sector.
However, while the action at the “native” instantonequals S

51/g
2, the action at

the “alien” instantonis zero, since all singularitiesin x
0 lie at one side of the

contourof integration.Hencewe endup with an instantonaction takentwice, plus
the interaction“native”-.-”alien”, as anticipated.If we now restrict ourselvesto
first order in the parameterp

2/R2 (which is related to the energy as p2/R2
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then the “alien” field is small, of the order of p2/R2, comparedto
the “native” one.(Of course,bothare 1/g). Hencewe canpick up thetermsof
the first order only in the “alien” field andwrite, e.g.

ifdx G~G~:=ifdx(D~A~ _DA~)G~:, (2.24)

where the covariantderivativeand the strengthtensorcontain the “native” field
only. Integratingby partsand taking into accountthat the instantonfield satisfies
the equationsof motion,we endup with the surfaceterms only, which read

ifdx ~ =ifdxA~(x, t
1)G~1(x,t~). (2.25)

The Fourier transform of the “alien” field is written similarly to eq. (2.22), but
containsnegativefrequenciesat t —s cc correspondingto outgoingwavesof W-bo-
sons:

—- 1 dk
A~(x, I) = — f e+1~kh11k’~>91~( k). (2.26)

g (2~)
2(bk

Hence, the exponent c” from the “alien” field (2.26) cancels the rapidly
oscillating factor e/~0tcin the surface integral in eq. (2.25) coming from the
“native” field in eq. (2.21). All the dependenceon t~disappears,and after a little
algebrawe recover the expression(2.22). More accurately,we obtain in this way
only one half of the interaction; the other half originatesfrom the term in (2.23)
with the (+) fields.

Technically,thesameanswerarisesbecauseperformingthe gaussianintegration
in eq.(2.20) we actuallymake the sameshift of integrationvariables,

1 1
b~’Ikl —sb~(k’t+ — __________n’~ / s.~\ / 3/2””’s~\g (2~-) \‘2Wk

1 1
b~(k) -~sb(k) + — 3/2 eb01k’~~31~(k). (2.27)

g (2w) V2~°k

Preciselythis shift ensuresthe proper boundaryconditionsat I = (~since the shifts

in (2.27) coincidewith the Fourier componentsof the “alien” fields A. It canbe
said that the secondshift (2.15) is doneto eliminate thelinear termsin (2.27). In a
general situation (not to lowest order in p2/R2), this shift eliminates all the
“surface” linearterms b5(k)91(k),butat thecostof producinginstead“volume”
linear terms ~ which are not vanishingbecausethe sum of “native” and
“alien” instantonsdoesnot satisfy the equationsof motion. The linear terms of
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this type are, however,familiar from the analysisof II interaction and are treated
in a systematicway by the valley method.

3. The valley field configurations

Our objective is to calculatethe functional integral (2.4) in the vicinity of the II
configuration which is not trivial due to the following reasons. First, the II
configurationis not a solution of classicalfield equationsandhencethe unpleasant
linear term (in the quantumdeviations)survives in the action. Second, at large II

separations there are quasizero modes in the functional space (at infinite separa-
tions they are convertedinto the double set of instantonzero modes) and the
corresponding integrations in the functional space are non-gaussian. Third, one
should properly define the II field, since the instantonsare distorted by the
interaction.Thesedifficulties are curedby the valley method which we recall in
this section in its standardform in euclideanspace.A detaileddiscussionis given
in refs. [10,11,24].

To illustrate the idea, let us consider the simplest case of quantum mechanics
with the double-well potential,

Z =N~f~ ex~[_ ~fdt(~2 + ~2(1 - ~)2)} (3.1)

andcalculatethe contributionto the vacuumenergycoming from the 11 pair. At
infinitely large separationsthe II configuration is well defined. It obeys the
classical field equations and possessestwo zero modes correspondingto an
independenttranslationof each instanton.The zero modescanbe rediagonalized
in such a way that one of them describesa trivial total translation of the if
configuration as a whole, whereasthe other zero mode correspondsto the
separationof instantons.Whenthe separationis not infinite but largeas compared
to the instantonsize(which is 1 in our toy example),then the moderelatedto the
II separationbecomesa quasizeromode: the actionvariesmuch moreslowly along
this direction in functional spaceas comparedto the orthogonaldirectionscorre-
spondingto normal modes.Pictorially, this landscapein the functionalspacelooks
like a valley correspondingto the quasizeromodesurroundedby a steepcanyonof
usual(gaussian)modes;seefig. 3.

We want to evaluatethe contribution to the functional integral (3.1) coming
from the vicinity of this valley and shall do this in two steps:first we perform all
the gaussianintegrations in the directions orthogonal to the valley and then
perform an exact (nongaussian)integration along the valley. The valley can
rigorouslybe definedas a trajectory ~ a) in the functional spacedescribedby
some parametera and correspondingto the minimum of the action in an
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~const

~ ,,) vafl ~

Fig. 3. The topographyof the functionalspacenearthevalley. Thesolid lines show surfacesof constant
action. The arrow denotesthe direction of the negativemode,andthe point S = 0 correspondsto the
perturbation theory. The region betweenthe two dashedcurves shows the “bottom” of the valley,
where the deviation from thenegativemodeis O(1/E

2). All thevalley trajectorieslying in this region
areacceptableandcorrespondto different choicesof theweightfunction.

orthogonal slice in the vicinity of the valley. Thus, we should find the minimum of
the action with the constraint

(~- ~ w(a) d~~/da)=0, (3.2)

where(f, g) denotesthe usual scalarproduct of functions fdt f(t)g(t), and w(t,

a) is a suitable weight function. (Of course, ~ depends also on an additional
parameterT describingthe total translation of the II configurationbut we shall
ignorethis trivial dependenceat the moment).Applying the standardtechniqueof
Lagrangemultiplierswe arrive at the following constrainedclassicalequation(the
“valley equation”[10]):

_____ d~(t, a)
=X(a)w(t, a) , (3.3)

~(t) ~ da

where~(a) is the Lagrangemultiplier which takesinto accountthe possibility of a
reparametrisationof the valley parameter.The boundaryconditionsare that ~

a) approachesthe infinitely separatedinstantonandanti-instantonpair at a —s cc:

(3.4)

It is easy to see that the action increases monotonically along the valley since

dS(4
5) ~ dq’~,

(3.5)da da da

andthe increaseonly stopsat the solution of classicalequationrSS/l1~= 0 where

x = 0. Therefore,the valley (3.3) actually interpolatesthe two classicalsolutions:
the infinitely separatedIi configurationand the perturbativevacuum.
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Now we are in a position to integratein the region of functional spaceclose to
the valley. To this end we need to replace the integration over cb with the
integrationover the collective coordinatea of the “classical” valley field /~and
integrationsover “quantum” deviations 4 — 4~ in directionsorthogonal to the
valley. Using the standardFaddeev—Popovtrick we insert

1 = -fda ~ -~, w~)[(~, w~) - (~-~, (w~)’)], (3.6)

where 4~ = d4~/da,makethe shift ~ —s ~ + ~ andexpandthe action in powers
of the deviationfrom the valley:

S(~+ ~) = S(~~)+ (& 6S/~~,)+ ~, n ~) + O(~~), (3.7)

where ü = + 1 — 6~+ 6sj~is the operatorof the secondderivativeof the
action.Now comesthe centralpoint: the linear term in this expansionvanishesdue

to the ~(4’, ~5~)factor in the integrandand thanks to the valley equation.Hence,
to the semiclassicalaccuracywe are left with the following functional integral:

N’fda(~, w~) c_S ,) ~ ~ w~)e~’~’~~,/~)/2g
2~ (3.8)

All the effectsproportionalto l/g2 originate from the classicalactiononly. The
quantumcorrectionscomefrom the termsof O(~~)in the expansionof the action
in (3.7) andfrom the collective coordinatejacobianin eq. (3.6).

The simplest form for the valley field is given by the sumof kinks,

~ a) = ~-tanh(_---~_-)— )tanh(___
2~_), (3.9)

which obeys the valley equation(3.3) with the weight function *

w(t, a) = ~sinh a ea(cosht cosh a + iy’. (3.10)

The correspondingLagrangemultiplier equals

x= 12/~2, ~=2cosh a, (3.11)

The main point in the aboveconsiderationis the absenceof thelinear term,andit
doesnot dependon the particularchoice of the weight function w(I, a). Thus, at

* Actually it is the product a(t, a)~(a)which is determinedfrom thevalley equation.We tacitly imply
that the measurew(t. a) is of the order of unity at a —*~~ Then it turnsout that x 1/f

2. The
saddle point value of f in the evaluation of the vacuum energyis large: f2 l/g2 [271. so that
effectively x ‘~g2.
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first glance any weight function and hence any valley field (which starts from
infinitely separatedIi configuration)are appropriate.In fact the situationis more
delicate since a bad choice of the valley can lead to an artificial enhancementof
quantum corrections.Namely, one should take the valley configuration which
streamsfrom the infinitely separated1! field following the direction of the
negativequasizeromodeof the operator~ to O(l/~2)accuracy,

= ~+ O(1/~),

D ~= -A4~, A = O(1/~2). (3.12)

If this condition is not satisfied,then the quantumcorrectionswill be enhancedby
a large factor ~2 Indeed,let us evaluatethe quantumcorrectioncoming from the
collective coordinatejacobian.To this endwe needto calculatethe projection on
the field (w~’)’ of the constrainedpropagator,

G( t~,12) = ~ ~(t~)~(t~)6(& w~,)e~’t”D~S)/2g~

I I \/ I

/ 1 \ (~t~~ WsI3~)(~w~— i’
= g2(\1

7 — — , (3.13)

~ w~~>

where we haveused the standardSchwingernotations.Using the valley equation

(3.3) we obtain

(w~’)’ = — fl ~‘ - ~ (3.14)
x x

Owing to the constraint in the definition of the propagatorin (3.13) the second
term in eq.(3.14) doesnot contributeandwe are left with

2 (~, ta~,)(w~, —

g2fdI2 G(t1, t2)(W~)(I2) = ~- ~(I~) — ______

x

g
2 (~.,wq~)

— ç~(t~)- ~(t~) , , (3.15)
x (,w~)

wherein the last line we haveretainedthe contributionof the negativequasizero
modeonly. Recall that i/k’ is large,of the order of ~2 seeeq. (3.10). Thus unless
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Fig. 4. Theconformaltransformationconvertsan instanton—anti-instantonpairwith coincidingcenters
andwith parametricallydifferent radii p~= p/f, p~= pf, f>> Ito an instanton—anti-instantonpair at

a largeseparationR,andwith m ‘~-P2 ~nR.

the two terms in parenthesiscancel to O(1/~2)accuracy(which is equivalent to
the restriction in eq. (3.12)), the resultingquantumcorrection is enhancedpara-
metricallyby a factor ~ In principle we canwork with this Greenfunctionas well,
but thecorrectanswer,say to the vacuumenergy,to thegiven orderin g2 will only
be restoredin the sum of theinfinite seriesof “quantum” corrections.It is easyto

checkthat the particularvalley field in (3.9) indeedsatisfiesthe conditionin (3.12).
In order to find a suitablevalley trajectoryin the gaugetheory it is convenient

to use the conformal invarianceof QCD at the tree level. This symmetryenables
one to build the whole family of II configurationswith arbitrary centresstarting
from a single spherically symmetric II configuration with coinciding centresby
meansof appropriateconformaltransformations[26], seefig. 4. It is known that
for this sphericalansatz(andfor coincidinggaugeorientations)QCD is equivalent
at the tree level to the ordinarydouble-wellquantummechanics.If we take

A~(x)= — ~[a’n~ _XnlX~2~v(t, a), (3.16)

where t = ln(x2/p2), then the QCD actioncoincidesup to a normalizationfactor
to the simplequantummechanicalexpressionin (3.1). Taking the quantum-mecha-
nical valley field in form (3.9) we cometo the correspondinggaugefield

i p2/i 1
A~=__[un~_Xc] x2[x2+p2/~] + 2~2 (3.17)

which is simply the sum of the instanton field in the regular gaugeand the

anti-instantonfield in the singulargaugeandobeys thevalley equation

~A~(x) =x(~u(x, ~)~ (3.18)

with the weightfunction(3.10) takenat t = In x2/p2. Herep2 is the commonscale
of I and I. Note that in the caseof QCD it is convenientto take~ = 2 cosh a as
thevalley parameter.For ~ —s cc we havealmostnon-interactingI and I fields and
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at ~ = 1 we arrive at a puregaugefield (with zero topologicalnumber)equivalent
to the perturbativevacuum.The action at the valley (3.17) takesthe form [12,25]

48~2 6~2_14 17 (5/~-~)(~+~/~)2

S’=— ———+ln(~) +1
g

2 (~_l/~)2 3

16ir2 6
= g2 (i_~+O(ln(~)/~4)). (3.19)

As it shouldbe, theclassicalactiondoesnot dependon the commonscaleof I and
I. This dependencereveals itself on the quantum level only and comesfrom the

argumentof g2: the bare coupling constantchangesto g2(p) after taking into
account the UV divergentpart of the determinantdet ~ ~[1]. Note that if we had
startedfrom a valley which doesnot satisfy thecriterion in eq.(3.12) (e.g.from the
simple II ansatz),then the quantumcorrectiondiscussedabovewould contribute
on equalgroundsas the O(1/~2)term in the action, and would make the final
answerindependenton the choiceof the valley field.

Performingthe conformal transformation(shift and inversion) we obtain the
general form of the II valley configurationwith arbitraryseparationsandscales:

- lu l2~
A~=(A~) +(A~) -,

(Aa)°= £2A~flt+ ~ (3.20)

where A’ and A’ are the instantonpositionedat the point x
1 = R andhaving the

size p, and the anti-instantonof the size p~standingat x2 = 0, respectively

A’ = ip~R(~(x-R)-(x_R)~R) (321)
g R

2(x— R)2(p~+ (x — R)2)’

ip~ o~AE—x
(3.22)

Here Q~and ~‘~2 are the matricesof the gaugerotation which reduceto unity
matricesat infinity:

R(.f—b)(x—R)R
(3.23)

R2~(x—b)2(x—R)2

* Actually in what follows we shall need thevalley (3.17)with the parallel ( maximum attractive)

orientationonly, Of course,in this casethe actioncoincideswith (3.19).
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(x—a)i
(3.24)

‘~/(x—a) x2

and additional singularpointsarising from the gaugerotations are *

a = —R P2/f (3.25)
Pt p2/5c

b=R P2 (3.26)
P2 — Pt/f

The conformal parameter~ in thesevariablestakesthe form

~ (3.27)
2P1P2 4p~p~ PIP2 I, ~ R2 ))

and the weight function (3.10)becomes[24]

24(~-~’)
w(x, ~)= 2 - 2 (3.28)

((x-R)2+pfl /p~+(p~+x2)/p~

Note that it is positive definite everywhere.
Thus, the conformal valley is given by a sum of somewhatmodified instanton

and anti-instantonfields in the singulargaugewith the positionsof the singulari-
tiesslightly different (at small ~) from the instantoncentres.It is worth noting that
the two valleys of the type(3.20) with different setsof x’s andp’s are connectedby
the conformal transformation(i.e. by the inversion back to the spherical form,
translation,possibly dilatation,and again inversion).

Substituting(3.27) into eq.(3.19) we readilyobtain

=~i~~ 12p~p~(p~+p~)+0 -~— . (3.29)
g2 R4 R6 R8

Note that the O(l/~2) term in the actiondeterminesIwo terms in the expansion
of the action in the inversepowers of the II separationR. The secondof them
readily gives the third term r2 of the expansionof the function F(�) in eq.(1.2)
in powersof e [13]. The result of the valley calculationhasbeenconfirmed by the

* One of the additional singularpoints could be removedby an appropriategaugerotation(see ref.
[24]) hut we conform here to the above form which is symmetricwith respectto interchangingof I
and I.
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direct computation of the relevant “quantum” corrections at the one-instanton
backgroundas describedin sect.2.

4. Valleys in Minkowski space

In this section we suggestthe valley configuration for the double functional
integral (2.4) correspondingto the euclidean valley (3.20) and satisfying the
boundaryconditionsspecifiedabove:no ingoing wavesat I = — cc in both the (+)

and (—) integrals,andcoinciding outgoingwavesat 1 —* + cc~As discussedin sect.
2 the relevantconfigurationconsistsof pairsof “native” and“alien” instantonsin
eachsector. Sincethe euclideanvalley (3.20) is given by the sum of I and I with
thegaugerotations (3.23), (3.24)neededto satisfy the valley equation,we apply the
samegaugerotations to the simple II ansatzdescribedin sect. 2 to obtain the
Keldysh-typevalley solution in the form

- ill — l2~
= (A~) + (At-) -‘ (4.1)

= (A~)hI2+ (An)’, (4.2)

where the A’s are the “native” and the A’s are the “alien” instantons,

ip~ R(~(x-R)-(x-R)4R
a g R2(_(x_R)2 _iE)(p~_ (x—R)2—ie)

crc*xxa (44)a — g (—x2 + i�)(p~—x2 + iE)’

R(~(xR)(xR)a)Ra g ~

(46)

a — g (—x2 + i�x
0)(p~—x

2 + iEx
0)

and 11~and Q2 are the gaugematricesgiven in eqs. (3.23), (3.24) but with the
structureof the singularitiesdeterminedby thoseof the correspondingfield under
rotation.Namely, the singularitiesin (x — a)

2 areencircledsimilarly as the onesin
x2, while the singularitiesin (x — b)2 are the sameas in (x — R)2. It is easyto see
that the valley solutions in eqs.(4.1) and(4.2) indeedsatisfy the properboundary
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conditions.We now proceedto the calculationof the double functional integral in
the vicinity of our valley configuration.

Similar as in the caseof the euclideanvalley in eq.(3.18) the linear term D;G~,,
vanishesthanks to the 6(A—A~j, D~G~,)factor insertedas a Faddeev—Popov
constraint.Of course,thelinear term built of (+) fields also disappears.Hence, to
evaluatethe functional integral in (2.4) to semiclassicalaccuraywe should insert
the classical valley fields A~and ~ (and take into account the relevant
determinantsat the valley field background). The quantum corrections now

becomewell definedand are of the order of g2 comparedto the leading term ~.

The action at the Keldysh-typevalley configuration in eqs. (4.1), (4.2) can be
evaluatedby a straightforwardcalculation.After somealgebrawe get

~ fdx G~G~- ~ fdx G~G~

2 2
1 Pt Pt __________

= ~fdx (pt— (x_R)2_iE)2 p~—(x—R)2—i — p~X2+iEX

0

2 2
P2 P2 ______________

+
(p

2 —x2 + iEX

0) p~ x
2 + 1EX() p~ — (x —R)2— iE

-~fdx 2 2 2

(Pt — (x —R) — IE(X _R)
0)

2
Pt P2/f

—

p~—(x —R)
2 —iE(x —R)

0 P~—X
2 +1E

2
+ (p~_x2+i~)2 p~—x2+i� p~—(x—R)2—iE(x—R)

11

= —S~~~1(R
2—s —R2 + icR

0). (4.7)

Thus we reobtainthe answer(3.19) for the euclideanvalley with the substitution

~ —s —R~Iflk+ icR0 which correspondsto taking the imaginarypart with re-
spectto (p + k)

2 afterthe Fourier transformation.

* As pointed Out by Mueller [281,the quantumcorrections ‘~g2 can becomelargewhenmultiplied by

a largefactor E2. Correctionsof this typearedue to the interactionof thecolliding W’s in theinitial
state.
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To evaluate the functional integral in eq. (2.4) we need to calculate the Fourier
transformsof the valley fields Av(p). This steprequiressomecare.The problemis
that this Fouriertransforminvolvesterms ‘~~Pa(PR)P4whichproducedouble-pole

contributionsafter the rotation to Minkowski spaceand haveno interpretationin
terms of emitted particles. Note that the problem is indeed related to the
Minkowski metric: in euclideanspace~ ~‘~2 while in Minkowski spacethe
componentsof a light-like vector p can be large. This difficulty is actually not a
surprise,since the amplitudeson mass-shellhavean interpretationin terms of
physical particlesin physical gaugesonly. Let us go over to the temporalgauge
A

0 = 0 in which a consistent hamiltonian formalism exists for the Yang—Mills
theory. The transition to this gaugeis performedby the gaugematrix

U(x) = [x, x+cce]”=P ex~{_i~fdA eaA~(x+Ae)}~

U’~(x)= [ccc+x, x]V, (4.8)

where e = (1,0, 0, 0) is the unity vector in the time direction. The valley field in
eqs. (4.1)—(4.6) tacitly implies an arbitrary covariant gauge. Hence we should
identify the productionof physicalparticlesnot with thefields Aa but ratherwith

the gauge-rotatedfield

A~’~(x)= [cce +x, x]”(~~a+A~)[x~x + cce]V. (4.9)

The question which particular field A~or A~’~entersthe LSZ formula (2.2)

makes no difference in euclidean space. Indeed, going over to the mass-shell
—s ~, p

2 —s 0 we pick up asymptoticsof the field x2 —s cc in the coordinate space.
Since the valley field decreasesas 1/x3 the gaugefactor in (4.9) turns to unity.
Hencethe residueof the physical amplitude on the mass-shellis gaugeindepen-
dent.The situation in Minkowski spaceis more complicated.It is easyto seethat
the relevantasymptoticsp2 —s 0, (pR) = fixed, correspondsin coordinatespaceto
the “Bjorken limit”: both x2 —s cc, and(xR) —, cc, but with the fixed ratio (xR)/x2

(pR) of the order of unity. In this region the valley field decreasesnot fast
enough(as(xR)/x4 1/x2 only), andthe gaugefactor in eq.(4.9) is nontrivial. An
explicit calculationyields, seeappendixA,

— I 2. 2.
Rx /(x—a) —1E(x—a)

0(x—R) +tc[x x+cce]_=
2(Rx) ~ (x—b)

2+ic X21EX()

— 2 . 2
xR / (x—b) +ic x

+0(1/x2)
2(Rx) ~ (x—a)2—ic(x—a)

0(x—R)
2+ie
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R~ I (x—a)
2—ic (x—R)2+ic(x—R)

0
[x x+cce]~= 11

2(Rx) ~ (x— b)
2 +iE(x —b)

0 X
2 iE

xR [~~_b)2+iE(x_b)~, ______________

2(Rx) ~ (x—a)2—ic (x—R)2+ic(x—R)
0

+O(1/x
2), (4.10)

The structureof the singularitiesis the sameas in eqs. (4.1)—(4.6).
Inserting(4.10)into eq. (4.9) oneobtainsafter a little algebrathe expressionfor

the valley field in the temporalgaugein the limit x2 (xR)—s cc,

A~/’~(x)= -~- a~P~(1_P2/pt~)+ iXffa~P~(1~pi/P
2~)

g 2(Rx)R
2((x— R) + ie) g 2(Rx)(x — i�x

0)

-~- aP~(~P2/P’fl 2+2

g 2(Rx)R
2((x— R) + ic(x — R)

0) g 2(Rx)(x — IE)

(4.11)

We seethat the additionalgaugesingularitieshavedisappeared.This cancellation

of gauge singularities is actually quite general and does not dependon the
particular choice of the valley (see appendixA). The final result for the Fourier
transformof the valley field is

2it-
2p~ Pt ~ Rj5

A~~”~(_~) = 2 ‘ — a + regular terms,
g(p IE) P2~ 2(pR)

2i~~2p2 p R ~crR R
= 1 — a P —e~’~ + (4 12a ~1 g(p2+ie) Pi~ ~I~i 2(pR) ~

and the residuesin front of the poles coincideto the requiredaccuracywith the
residuesof the pure instantonand the pure anti-instantonfields (in the singular
gauge) in eqs. (2.21).

Now we are in a position to write down the final answerfor the BNV cross

section in the leadingsemiclassicalapproximation.Combiningeqs.(4.7) and(4.12)
we obtain the contributionof the vicinity of the valley (4.1), (4.2) to the functional
integral (2.4) in the following form:

ffBNV_f—~—~—fdR d~,
1e’~~~’

2~H, (4.13)
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saddlepoint

Fig. 5. The integrationcontour in R,
5 in eq.(4.13).

where

— p~+ p~— R
2 + icR

0 /(p~ + p~— R
2 + icR~)2

+ 4p~p~ 1

—R2+ icR
0

= (1+ O(p
2/R2)). (4.14)

PIP2

Here d~t
11 is the measure in the space of a double set of instanton and

anti-instantoncollectivecoordinatesproportionalto the productof gauge,fermion,
Higgs, and ghost determinants at the valley background. At large II separationsit
factorizesinto a product of two one-instantonmeasuresdj.r,d~1up to 0(1/~2)

corrections.
We haveaddedhere the contributionof the Higgs fields SH (not displayed in

eq. (2.4)) which deserves some discussion. At large II separationsit equalsthe sum
of the classicalactionsof the Higgscomponentsof the instantonandanti-instanton

fields plus the leading l/R
2 Coulomb-typecorrectionwhich is obtainedsimilarly

to the dipole—dipole term in the gaugeinteractionpotential:

= ~2t’2(p~ +p~) + 2~2i’2p~p~R2+ 0(p4/R4). (4.15)

Here t’ is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field (we tacitly assume the

standard model with one Higgs doublet). When the II separationis not large, one
should solve the valley equationfor the Higgs and gaugefields simultaneously~.

The contour of integration over R
0 in eq. (4.13) is going “in the Minkowski

region” along the real axis, see fig. 5. However, the integralcan be calculatedby
the steepest descent method with the saddle point lying “in the euclidean region”
on the imaginary axis. At small energies this saddle point is fixed by the first

* Since the Higgs componentof the valley should approachthe perturbativevacuum ~ =,‘ together

with the gaugefield, one canbear in mind a simple model for the Fliggs interaction SH +4irc
2(p~

+ p~— ~ /f) which has thecorrectbehaviourin both the limits R—~~ and R—“0, p~—“ P2
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dipole—dipoleinteractionterm in S(~)[see the expansion in eq. (3.29)]. It is easy
to find the saddlepoints in the integralsover R and Pt’ P2 [8]:

4i
—R0=ir =

mw

4 3 ~ I/O
Pt P~P~= —(~~ )

p
2/r2= (c2/24)~3. (4.16)

The saddlepoint in the integrationover d3R is R = 0 and the saddlepoint in the
integrationoverorientationscorrespondsto the most attractiveorientationu = 1.
(We havedroppedthe orientationdependencein sect. 3 having in mind that the
gaussian integral over orientations is already performed. This dependence is shown
explicitly for the dipole—dipole term (which determines the position of the saddle
point) in eq. (2.22)).After substitutingthe saddlepoint values of p and R into the
expansion of S(~)in eq. (3.29) we reobtain the first three terms of the expansion of
F(c) in powers of c. (Additional contributions from the Coulomb II interaction
inducedby the Higgsexchanges(4.15) andthe correctiondue to the massof the
W-bosonare implied, seerefs. [13,15,16].)

It should be emphasized that in our Minkowski-space calculation we have
reproduced precisely the imaginary part arising from the analytical continuation of

the corresponding contribution to the forward W-boson scatteringamplitudegiven
by the euclidean valley in (3.20). This has happened since at the semiclassical level

the relevantdiagramspossessonly oneimaginarypart, namely the one correspond-
ing to the BNV process(21 II N>(N I I 2>. Indeed,the dangerousdiscontinuities
of the type (2 I N>(N I 1112> or (2 III NXN 2> all come from initial-state
interactions. As demonstrated in ref. [28], these quantum corrections are of the
order of E 10/3 so that starting from this term theyshouldbe takeninto account in
the function F(c) in eq.(1.2). To handlethesecorrectionswithin our approachwe
should find the high-energy behaviour of the propagator in the non-euclidean
externalfield (4.1), (4.2).

5. Concluding remarks

We have proposed a certain modification of the valley approachfor the
calculation of the instanton-inducedcrosssections which has the advantageof
being formulated in Minkowski space. Namely, we work out a systematic technique
to do the semiclassicalexpansionaroundcertain classicalfield trajectoriesin the
double functional integral. From the viewpoint of the standardtechnique[191for
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the expansionaroundpure instantonfields, what we actuallyproposeis to make
one moreshift of variablesin the doublefunctional integral, such that large1/g
fields of the producedW-bosonsare simulatedby a classicalfield with particular
analytic propertieswhich we call the “alien” field. By our procedurewe automati-
cally pick up the proper cut of the forward scattering amplitude in fig. 1,
correspondingto processeswith baryonnumberviolation. This separationbecomes
important to c10’~’3 accuracy,from which the “hard—hard” quantum corrections

comeinto the game[16].
The contributionto the function F(E) (1.2) of the order of c8~still can be

evaluatedby the analyticalcontinuationof the euclideanfunctional integral. It is
known [30] that the sum of soft—soft correctionsdependsto this accuracyon the
choice of constraintsin the gaugepropagatorat the one-instantonbackgroundand
this dependenceshould be remedied by soft—hard corrections.Similarly, in the
valley approachthe semiclassicalanswerdependsto this accuracyon the particular
choice of the valley. This ambiguity can most easilybe demonstratedby a direct
calculation, choosinga different quantum mechanicalvalley field insteadof the
simplestkink—antikink configurationin (3.9), and retaining the conformal ansatz.

Namely,we remindof anold result[10], that the field

~,(t,a)=~m[tanh(icm(t+a))—tanh(’~m(t—a))] +0(1/~~),

m= 1_6/~2+O(1/~4), ~‘=2cosh ma (5.1)

providesan approximatesolution of the valley equationwith the weight function
to(t, a) = 1:

~= _L(~)~+O(1/~2). (5.2)

We evaluate the action on the QCD valley correspondingto (5.1). A simple
calculationyields

- 16ir2 6 42
g2 (i_~_~+...). (5.3)

(Note that the accuracyof (5.1) is enough to get the third term.) The 0(1/~~)
contributionto the action of the modified valley in (5.3) clearly deviatesfrom the
correspondingterm in (3.19),as expected.Onecaneasily convinceoneselfthat the
saddlepoint valuesof collective coordinateare left intact by this modification of
thevalley, andhencethe correspondingcontributionto F(c) is easily calculatedby
the insertion of the value of ~ correspondingto (4.16). It is worth while to
rememberthat variations of the valley > O(1/~2) are forbidden,since it must

coincide to O(1/~2)accuracyto the negativemode, seesect. 3. Thus, quite
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generally, the action SV dependson the choice of the valley to the accuracy
~ andyieldsdifferent contributionsto thefunction F(c) (1.2) to theorder of

Since all the freedomin the valley equation(3.3) is dueactually to a variety of
possibilitiesto insert the unit factor(3.6) in the functional integral, it is clear that
the completeanswercannotdependon the choiceof the valley. If the integration
near thevalley is donerigorously, i.e. if all “quantum” correctionsto the semiclas-

sical result are taken into account,then the answermustbecomeunambiguous.In
the particularcaseof the O(c8’~3)contributionthis meansthat the differencemust
be compensatedby the correspondingchangeof the soft-hardcorrectionsor by the

changeof the I-Iiggs componentof the valley, which we do not considerin this
paper.An interestingquestionis whetherthe valley field canbe chosenin such a
way that all soft-hardcorrectionsvanish to the required0(1 /~4) accuracy(in the
exponent).The finding of such an“improved” valley would meanthat it is possible
to treatsoft—hardcorrectionssemiclassically,which is not trivial. This questionis

understudyandwe plan to discussit in a separatepublication.

The authors are grateful to D.I. Diakonov, S.Yu, Khlebnikov, A.H. Mueller,
V.V. Khoze, V. Yu. Petrov, A. Ringwald and V.1. Zakharov for interesting
discussions.In the processof preparing the manuscript we have received a
preprint by Arnold and Mattis [32] covering similar topics, and acknowledgethe

overlapwith some of their results.One of us (1.B.) would like to thank the theory
groupsat CERN and Heidelbergfor their hospitality. His stay in Germanywas
supportedin partby the DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft.

Appendix A. Gaugephasefactors at the background of the valley

The straight-lineorderedphasefactor

[x+Ae, x+ccer=P ex~{i~idteaA~(x+Ie)} (A.1)

is determinedas the solution of the differential equation

d
~[x

5, x+cce]’=ige~A~(x5)[x5,x+ccef (A.2)

(whereX5 = x + Ac) with the boundarycondition

v
[x4, x+cce] —s 1. (A.3)

The structure of singularities of the gauge factor (Al) follows that of the
backgroundfield. Thus it is sufficient to work out the formulas for one particular
case, say, for the ii valley with the Feynman prescription of encircling the
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singularities.Going over to the pair of “native” and “alien” fields oneonly needs
to changethe prescriptionsto those in eqs.(4.1)—(4.6). Therefore,in what follows
we drop all the necessaryIc terms which are easily recovered in the final
expressions.

We remind that e = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the unity vector in the time direction.
Unfortunately,we havenot succeededin obtainingan analyticalsolution of (A.2)
at the backgroundof an II valley configurationwith an arbitrary Ii separationR.
However,to the semiclassicalaccuracyit is sufficient to evaluatethe gaugefactors
at the saddle-pointconfiguration in eq. (4.16) with the saddle-pointvalue of R
collinear to the time axis. In this casethe solution of eq.(A.2) is easily found to be

1 RJ~-(Rr) I R~-(Rx) 1
[x5 x + ccc] = — I + + — 1 — —~- (A.4)

2 (Rx)~~ 2 (Rx)%
1~

1’F4

where

F - (R~)+(~v)~’~~ (R,x5-R)-(R~)~ ~
A (R)-(Rr)~ (Rx4-R)+(Rx)v’~

(R, x~-a) -(R~)V~ (R, XAb) +(Rv)V~
x (A.5)

(Rx4-a)+(Rx)V~ (~4-b)-(P~v)V~

and

R
2x2

Kl
(Rx~

2/ 7 2R ~ Ptci
= 1 — (~)2 (A.6)

By a staightforwardcalculationoneobtains

dF
4 1 1 1 1

= 2(R~)V~— 2 2 + 2 + 2 — 2 FA,
dA XA~P2 (xA—R) —p~ (xA—a) (x5—b)

(A.7)

from which we get

I Ri~—(R~)I dF
Ic A’(x )=— —~ (A8)

a a A 2 (Rx)~/~FA dA ‘

Usingeqs.(A.7) and(A.8) it is easyto checkthat the gaugefactor in (A.4) satisfies
eq. (A.2).
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As mentionedin the main text, in order to find the amplitude for the emission
of real W’s with virtuality p2 —s 0, one should pick up the contribution of the
region in the coordinate spacecorrespondingto the “Bjorken limit” x2 —s cc,

(xR) —s cc, (xR)/x2 1. In this limit the function F
5 simplifies to

2 2(xA—R) (x5—a)
F = (A.9)A 22

(x5—b) x5

and the expressionfor the gaugefactor in (A.4) reducesto (4.10) where the
prescriptionsto go aroundthe singularitiesare shownexplicitly. The expressionfor
thevalley field in the temporalgaugeis easilyobtainedusingtherepresentationin
(4.9). The only nontrivial point is that simplification of the expressionin (A.5) to
the onein (A.9) can only be doneafter thedifferentiation with respectto Xa~since
e.g. e

2x2<<(ex)2, but 2e2xa 2(ex)ea.The answeris given in eq.(4.11).
It is instructive to demonstratethat the observed cancellationof additional

gaugesingularitiesis a general effect which doesnot dependon the particular
expressionfor the valley field in eqs. (3.20)—(3.24).To this endwe considerthe

generalizedexpressionfor the valley in (3.16)with an arbitraryprofile function 4

(going to unity in both limits x2 —s 0 and x2 —s cc to ensurezerotopologicalcharge
of the valley field):

A~(x)=__[ua~_Xa]X2cIi ln —f— . (A.l0)

Making the shift x —s x — x
0 and the inversion with respect to the point aa:

(x — a)a —s r
2/(x — a)2(x — a)a we obtain the generalizedvalley field in the form

i (x-a)~(x-b)(b-ii) (xb)a
7 2 —~ 7

a g (x—a)(x—b) (x—b)

22
(x—a)a (x—b) c

+ 2 4. ln — -~ , (A.11)
(x—a) (x—a)p

where Ca = (x
0— a)a, ha = aa + r

2ca/c2, c2 = r4/(b — a)2. For completenesswe
give the necessaryformulas relating the parametersx

0, a, r
2 of the conformal

transformationto the final parametersx
1 = R, x2 = 0, Pt’ p2 of the II configura-

tion,

r
2

0=a+c
—c2+ p2~

r 2

R=a+C
—c2 + p2/i
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r
Pt

r 2p ~
P2 2 2 (A.12)

—C

Note that we usethe minkowskiannotationshere in contrastto sect. 3.
It can be demonstratedthat the expressionfor the gaugefactor in (A.4) holds

true with the substitutionof (A.5) by

1 1 (x,_b)2c2
F

5=exp 2(Rx)Y~f dl 2 2 ~ lii — 2 2

(x,—a) (x,—b) (x1—a) p

(A.13)

which simplifies in the requiredlimit x
2 —s cc, (xR) —s cc, (xR)/x2 1 to

FA = exp{ fln( —

5—h)
2c 2/(~A _a)202)d ~(T)). (A.14)

ln( —c2/p2)

Proceedingin the sameway asaboveoneobtainsthe expressionfor the valley field
in the temporalgaugein the form

R~uRxR (x b—a)
= 8(Rx)3 {F~

1_1+2 (x —b)
2

R2x~Rf 1 (x,b—a) 1
+ a ——1—2 4— (A.15)

8(Rx)3 F
1) (x—a)

2 F
11

wherethe argumentof the function ~ is the sameasin (A.I1), and F0 = F5~1.It is
seennow that for x —s a and x —, h the upper limit of the integrationin (A.14)
tends to +cc, —cc, respectively.Since 4(s-) —s 1 in both limits, we obtain

x —‘ a
F

(x_a)2

x—’b 2
F—~ (x—b) . (A.16)

From (A.16) it easily follows that both expressionsin the bracesin (A.15) are
nonsingularfor x —s a and x —s b. It can alsobe shown that the Fourier transform
of (A.I4) is free of the unphysicalpoles I/p

4.
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